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Space

Why space is important

Different theoretical approaches

Patch models

Levins’ metapopulation

Reaction-diffusion models

Cellular automata (& other individual-based models)

(Correlation dynamics)



Space is Important

May determine ecological stability

May determine persistence of species

Allow more species to coexist

Modify selective pressures

…



Space is a Pain

Space makes life difficult for theoreticians

– as anyone who has struggled with spatially 
explicit models is likely to know



Modeling Populations



Parasitoïde

http://www.idw-online.de



cherchant des larves cachés 

de Drosophila melanogaster

CPB Silwood Park



Oviposition

http://muextension.missouri.edu



Oviposition

http://www.anbp.org



Emergence

http://whatcom.wsu.edu



Cycle de vie



Nicholson-Bailey

Hôtes
Parasitoïdes



NB plus compétition

Hôtes
Parasitoïdes



Hétérogénéité



Localisation



Hassell & May 1974



Hassell & May 1974



Aggregation



Aggregation stabilise ?
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Metapopulations

• Levins model

– occupied vs. extinct patches



Levins model





Thermodynamics 
Success Story

Macro-scale laws from micro-scale processes :

Pressure & temperature from molecule 
movement

Second Law: Entropy increases
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Dream

Derive Universal Ecological Laws from

Physiology

Population dynamics

Genetics



Producers

Consumers

Degraders

Systems Ecology



Systems Ecology

Very few universal ‘Laws of Ecology’ have 
emerged so far

‘Healthy’ ecosystems maximise thoughput

Complex ecosystems are more stable

Evolution always produces more complex 
systems



Evolution

Sole universal structuring principle

almost faithful copying 
– reproduction + mutation 

selection

No simple emergent consequences

no system-wide optimization

no ‘progress’





Theoretical Approaches

Reaction-Diffusion Equations

Individual-Based Models

Spatial Ecologies



Reaction-diffusion



Multi-species Reaction-diffusion
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innovation is to allow key model parameters to vary spatially, reflecting
habitat heterogeneity.
Specifically the dynamics of the system is described by

⇤E
⇤t

=
⇤
⇤x \D(x)

⇤E
⇤x++rEE(G(x)&aEE&bEN ), (2.1a)

⇤N
⇤t

=
⇤
⇤x \d(x) ⇤N⇤x ++rNN(g(x)&aNN&bNE), (2.1b)

which is the Lotka�Volterra competition model with difusion; see, for
example, Murray (1989). The functions D(x) and d(x) measure the diffu-
sion rates. The intrinsic growth rates of the organisms are reflected by the
positive parameters rE and rN . These are scaled so that the maximum
values of the functions G(x) and g(x), reflecting the respective carrying
capacities, are unity. The positive parameters aE and aN measure the effects
of intraspecific competition, while bE and bN are the interspecific competi-
tion coefficients.
As a first step in describing environmental heterogeneity we focus on a

model in which it is the dispersal and carrying capacity that vary (i.e., the
functions D(x), d(x), G(x), and g(x) are spatially periodic). We assume
that l is the periodicity of the environmental variation and accordingly
define

D(x)=D(x+l), d(x)=d(x+l ), G(x)=G(x+l),

g(x)=g(x+l ).

We further assume that there are no engineered microbes initially; that
is E(x, 0)#0. So, the natural microbes, N(x, 0), satisfy the equation

⇤
⇤x \d(x) ⇤N⇤x ++rNN(g(x)&aNN )=0.

The engineered organisms are then introduced at a release site, which in
our case we shall take as the origin. This initial distribution in E(x, t) is
represented by the initial conditions

E(x, 0)={H(x)>0
0

if |x|⇥xc

if |x|>xc ,
(2.2)

where H(x) is a one-humped continuous function of x and xc is a positive
constant, typically as used in Fig. 1.

4 CRUYWAGEN ET AL.



Competition in Space
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Fig. 1. A travelling wave solution connecting the native-dominant steady state to the
coexistence steady state in a spatially uniform environment. Parameter values used were #e=
#n=0.5, D(x)=d(x)=G(x)=g(x)=1, and r=2, so that the coexistence state is the only
stable state.

We further assume that the environment consists of two kinds of homo-
geneous patches, say Patch 1 of length l1 and Patch 2 of length l2 , connected
alternately along the x-axis. These patches are such that l=l1+l2 . We take
Patch 1 as the favourable patch and Patch 2 as the unfavourable patch. In
the unfavourable patches the diffusion and carrying capacity of the
organisms are less than in the favourable patches. Biologically this could
occur because the unfavourable patch is a hostile environment that either
limits a population or interferes with its dispersal. Correspondingly, the
functions D(x), d(x), G(x), and g(x) are periodic functions of x. In Patch 1,
where ml<x<ml+l1 for m=0, \1, \2, ...,

D(x)=D1>0, d(x)=d1>0;
(2.3)

G(x)=1, g(x)=1.

In Patch 2, where ml&l2<x<ml for m=0, \1, \2, ...,

D(x)=D2>0, d(x)=d2>0;
(2.4)

G(x)=G2 , g(x)=g2;

Since Patch 1 is favourable,

D1⌫D2 , d1⌫d2 ;

1⌫G2 , 1⌫g2 .

In Fig. 2 we show, an example, of how the diffusion of the engineered
microbes could vary in space.
At the boundaries between the patches, say x=xi , with

x2m=ml, x2m+1=ml+l1 for m=0, \1, \2, ...,

5SPREAD RISK



Diffusion approach

Advantages

many mathematical tools

Disadvantages

becomes very difficult if movement is non-
random

becomes very difficult if individuals are ‘large’



Individuality

Individuality is crucially important

in particular in spatially explicit settings

demographic stochasticity inevitable



Hypercycle

Species 1

Species 2

Species 3

Species n

…



Hypercycle

Species 1

Species 2

Species 3

Species n

…

Parasite



Boerlijst & Hogeweg’s (1991)





Boerlijst & Hogeweg’s (1991)



van Ballegooijen & Boerlijst 2004







New Outcomes

Evolutionary cycling

Evolutionary suicide

8 J.-F. LE GALLIARD ET AL.

FIG. 5. Adaptive dynamics of altruism. (A) Classification of adaptive dynamics according to cost parameters ⇧ and �. Lettering refers
to panels B–F showing bifurcation diagrams of the evolutionary singularities with respect to the mobility rate. In B–F, plain black curves
are sets of convergence stable (attracting) singularities; dashed black curves are sets of convergence unstable (repelling) singularities.
Population extinction occurs in black regions. Arrows indicate the direction of selective pressures at particular values of the mobility
rate. Filled circles: attracting evolutionary singularity; open circles: repelling evolutionary singularity; triangles: evolutionary self-
extinction. (B) Species with decelerating costs. Inner singularities are repelling, resulting in bistable adaptive dynamics. (C) Species
with weak linear costs. Below a mobility threshold, altruism invades a purely selfish population and increases monotonically; above the
threshold, the adaptive dynamics are bistable. (D) Species with strong linear costs. Pure selfishness is globally attractive. (E) Species
with slowly accelerating costs. High altruistic investments are selected at low mobility. At higher mobility, an unstable singularity
separates the basins of attraction of two locally attracting singularities that differ dramatically in their level of altruism (high altruistic
investment vs. quasi-selfishness). (F) Species with rapidly accelerating costs. The adaptive dynamics typically converge to a globally
stable singularity. In all cases (not shown in B), the adaptive process can hit a region of extinction when the population originates from
an ancestral state characterized by high mobility and intermediate or high altruism. Values of parameters � and ⇧ in B–F are the same,
respectively, as in Figure 2B–F. In all panels ⇤ ⇥ 0.1.

ness (Fig. 4A). If the ancestral population state is sufficiently

altruistic, the adaptive process will result in ever-increasing

altruism. This is because, with decelerating costs, the cost of

altruism increases more slowly than the benefits of altruism

resulting from increased relatedness (Fig. 4A). In real sys-

tems, the adaptive increase of altruism should be limited by

physiological or functional constraints, and the evolutionary

process is expected to halt at such a limiting trait value.

Linear Costs

The adaptive dynamics of altruism in species with linear

costs can be classified in two categories according to the cost

parameter � (Fig. 5A). For species with low �, costs are said
to be ‘‘weak linear’’ and the adaptive dynamics depend on

the mobility rate (Fig. 5C). For low mobility, the selfish state

can be invaded by altruism and the adaptive process leads

to the maximum physiologically feasible investment in al-

truism. Above a threshold on mobility, there exists a positive,

repelling singularity and the adaptive process behaves as in

the case of decelerating costs. If the initial investment in

altruism lies below the singularity, the marginal benefit is

too low to compensate for the marginal cost, and decreased

altruism evolves. Above the singularity, the adaptive process

causes the rise of altruism up to the physiological bound. For

species with high � (‘‘strong linear’’ costs), the selfish state
is evolutionarily attractive at any value of the mobility rate

(Fig. 5D).

This pattern can be understood by comparing selective

pressures (Figs. 4B, C). In the case of species with linear

costs, the marginal benefit of altruism, (1 ⌃ ⌅)q̃y�y, increases

monotonously toward ⌅(1 ⌃ ⌅) as the altruistic investment
becomes larger. If � is larger than this value, the marginal
costs of altruism always oppose the evolution of altruism

(Fig. 4C). Otherwise, in species with low mobility marginal

benefits are sufficiently high in the selfish state to select for

altruism (Fig. 4B); in species with high mobility, marginal

benefits exceed marginal costs only at high investment in

altruism, and selfishness is locally attractive. The mobility

threshold, where the stability of selfishness switches from

global repulsion to local attraction, is given by the mobility

Le Galliard et al  2003



Spatial Hypercycles

Boerlijst & Hogeweg’s (1991) hypercycles

• Tend to form rotating spirals

• Parasites swept outward

• Selection on rotation speed
– favouring higher mortality



Spatial evolution

Spirals ‘unit of selection’

• Rotation speed selected trait

But:

• Rapidly rotating spirals ‘fly apart’

• Evolution towards criticality
– Rand, Keeling & Howard 1995



Cellular Automata

+ Nice toys

+ Colourful movies

– Difficult to generalise

– Difficult to obtain deeper insight



Modeling Populations



Levels of organisation
population-level processes

competition, predation, epidemiology, social interactions

individual-level
birth, death, development, behaviour

within-individual level
physiology, infection, immune response



Levels of organisation

population-level processes
competition, predation, epidemiology, social interactions

individual-level
birth, death, development, behaviour

within-individual level
physiology, infection, immune response


